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Photo-Play Pianists and Organists:
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Hal hal hal ha! They called him

laughing Sam, a most peculiar man,

His mouth it looked just like a

big half moon;

His job he could not hold,

And all the
neighbours told of funny things about this big black laughing coon.
SIX SUPERIOR SUITES
of Especial Value to Photoplay Organists and Pianists

DEMENTIA AMERICANA
A SUPER-SYNCHOPATED SUITE
By GEORGE L. COBB
Excellent for cabaret scenes, situations implying restless hurry, and situations typical of the modern American advanced jazz influence.

THREE SKETCHES FROM OLD MEXICO
By Cady C. Kenney
No. 1 THE FLOWER GIRL
No. 2 IN THE FLOATING GARDEN
No. 3 SERENADE
For Mexican or Spanish scenes, romantic or picturesque situations.

TOY TOWN TALES
By Frank E. Hersom
No. 1 INTRODUCTION
No. 2 THE TIN SOLDIERS
No. 3 DANCE OF THE DOLLS
No. 4 JACK IN THE BOX
No. 5 THE WOODEN HORSES
Descriptive of childhood scenes, care-free and light-hearted situations.

A NIGHT IN INDIA
By George L. Cobb
Descriptive of scenes of Hindoo mystery, of Oriental types and of situations of foreign or exotic character.

A Love Episode in Birdland
By Theo. Bendix
No. 1 THE GENTLE DOVE
No. 2 THE BROKEN-HEARTED SPARROW
No. 3 THE MERRY LARK
No. 4 THE MAGPIE AND THE PARROT
Typical of woodland scenes and romantic situations of the type suggested by the sub-titles.
(Also published for band and orchestra)

LOVE SCENES
By Chas. Bendix
No. 1 THE MEETING
No. 2 ROMANZE
No. 3 PERTURBATION
No. 4 BARCAROLLE
No. 5 WEDDING BELLS
For romantic situations and love scenes of the sort indicated by the titles.

Each Suite complete For Piano .. .. .. 50c net

Published by WALTER JACOBS, Inc. BOSTON MASS.
Fourteen New Volumes

An invaluable addition to the celebrated 59 volumes of Jacobs' Piano Folios, universally recognized as the most popular and practical collection of American copyrights ever published in book form. For the Motion Picture pianist or organist their value is incalculable, while for the Teacher such volumes as the "Novelettes," "Tone Poems," etc., are unexcelled.

Price, Each Vol., 50c net
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American Broadcast ....  George L. Cobb
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Photoplay Pianists & Organists

"Concert Miscellany" is recommended for Classic Scenes of Dignity and Poise; "Tone-Poems and Reveries" for Scenes of Romance, Reverie and Passion; "Ballets and Concert Waltzes" for the Ballroom, Classic Dance and Reception; "Novelettes" for Neutral Scenes, Filling-In and Cheerful Celebrations; "Six-Eight Marches" and "Common-Time Marches" for Parades, News Picthial and Military Tactics: "Ortional, Spanish and Indian" for National and National Atmosphere; Characteristic and Descriptive for Rural, Grotesque and Lively Comedy; "Fox Trots and Blues" for Jazz and Cabaret Scenes.

Band and Orchestra Leaders

Practically all the numbers in the "Jacobs' Piano Folios" are published separately for both Band and Orchestra. Send for the catalog that interests you.
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BALLETNS AND CONCERT WALTZES
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Love in Venice. Valse Lento ....  Frank H. Gray
Dainty Cupid. Valse Ballet ....  Lester W. Keith
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